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Abstract. An agent that interacts with other agents in multi-agent systems can
beneﬁt signiﬁcantly from adapting to the others. When performing active learning,
every agent’s action aﬀects the interaction process in two ways: The eﬀect on the
expected reward according to the current knowledge held by the agent, and the eﬀect
on the acquired knowledge, and hence, on future rewards expected to be received.
The agent must therefore make a tradeoﬀ between the wish to exploit its current
knowledge, and the wish to explore other alternatives, to improve its knowledge
for better decisions in the future. The goal of this work is to develop exploration
strategies for a model-based learning agent to handle its encounters with other
agents in a common environment. We ﬁrst show how to incorporate exploration
methods usually used in reinforcement learning into model-based learning. We then
demonstrate the risk involved in exploration – an exploratory action taken by the
agent can yield a better model of the other agent but also carries the risk of putting
the agent into a much worse position.
We present the lookahead-based exploration strategy that evaluates actions
according to their expected utility, their expected contribution to the acquired
knowledge, and the risk they carry. Instead of holding one model, the agent maintains a mixed opponent model, a belief distribution over a set of models that reﬂects
its uncertainty about the opponent’s strategy. Every action is evaluated according
to its long run contribution to the expected utility and to the knowledge regarding
the opponent’s strategy. Risky actions are more likely to be detected by considering their expected outcome according to the alternative models of the opponent’s
behavior. We present an eﬃcient algorithm that returns an almost optimal exploration plan against the mixed model and provide a proof of its correctness and an
analysis of its complexity.
We report experimental results in the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma domain,
comparing the capabilities of the diﬀerent exploration strategies. The experiments
demonstrate the superiority of lookahead-based exploration over other exploration
methods.
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1. Introduction
Consider a multi-agent system (MAS) where agents repeatedly interact
with other agents in order to achieve their private goals. The agents
may have diﬀerent preferences, diﬀerent negotiation skills and diﬀerent
∗
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levels of knowledge. For such a system an agent should be designed to
eﬃciently interact with other agents who may be potential partners, or
alternatively, competing opponents.
Designing an eﬀective interaction strategy for your agent requires
prior knowledge about any other agent that might be involved in the
system. However,the agents are completely autonomous and are not
necessarily familiar with the other agents’ strategies. One way to deal
with this diﬃculty is to endow the agent with the ability to adapt to
the other agents.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a popular technique used by adaptive agents in MAS for learning interaction strategies with other agents (Sen et al., 1994; Littman, 1994; Weiß and Sen, 1996;
Sandholm and Crites, 1995). RL is based on the idea that the tendency to produce an action should be reinforced if it produces favorable
results, and weakened if it produces unfavorable results. RL spends little computation resources per example but requires large number of
examples.
In previous work we present a model-based approach for learning interaction strategies (Carmel and Markovitch, 1996; Carmel and
Markovitch, 1998) which reduces the number of examples needed for
adaptation, by investing more computational resources in deeper analysis of interaction experience. The learning agent makes use of an explicit
model of the other agent’s strategy to generate expectations about its
behavior. At any stage of the game, the agent updates the opponent
model to be consistent with current sample of the opponent’s behavior.
It then follows the optimal response against the current model.
Models can also be used by RL agents in order to reduce the number
of experiences needed for adaptation. Dyna (Sutton, 1990) simultaneously uses experiences to adjust the agent’s policy and to build a world
model. While the opponent model in our approach is used for computing the best response against the opponent, Dyna uses the world model
to empirically adapt a strategy through simulation. Dyna requires an
order of magnitude fewer real experiences than model-free RL to arrive
to an optimal policy, but consumes about six times more computational
resources (Kaelbling et al., 1996).
The model-based approach gives priority to actions with the highest
expected utility. But such policy does not consider the eﬀect of the
agent’s behavior on the learning process, and ignores the contribution
of agent’s activity to the exploration of the opponent’s strategy. In
essence, every action aﬀects the interaction process in two ways:
1. The eﬀect on the expected reward according to the current knowledge held by the agent.
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2. The eﬀect on the acquired knowledge, and hence, on future rewards
expected to be received due to better planning.
The agent therefore must make a tradeoﬀ between the wish to exploit
its current knowledge and the wish to explore other alternatives, to
improve its knowledge for better decisions in the future. This tradeoﬀ
is known in decision-theory as the exploration versus exploitation dilemma. Agents that engage in exploration to the exclusion of exploitation
pay the cost of experimentation, without gaining beneﬁts of the accumulated knowledge. Conversely, agents that engage in exploitation to
the exclusion of exploration, are likely to ﬁnd themselves trapped in
sub-optimal behavior.
A good example for the above dilemma is the multi-armed bandit
problem (Berry and Fristedt, 1985; Kaelbling, 1993; Gittins, 1989). A
machine with k levers independently pays some amount of money each
time a lever is pulled according to a ﬁxed unknown distribution. The
problem is to develop a strategy that gains the maximum payoﬀ over
time by choosing which lever to pull based on previous experience of
lever pulling and their associated payoﬀs. For this problem, exploitation corresponds to choosing the estimated best arm, according to the
current knowledge. Exploration corresponds to choosing of another arm
for the aim of making estimations more accurate, and making better
decisions in the future.
The exploration vs. exploitation problem has received signiﬁcant
attention within the RL research. Several methods were developed
for incorporating exploration strategies into RL agents (Sutton, 1990;
Thrun, 1992; Kaelbling, 1993; Singh et al., 1998). Undirected methods
are based on incorporating randomness into the decision procedure by
assigning each action a positive probability of being selected and performed. Directed methods use the interaction history to evaluate the
expected contribution of every action to exploration.
The goal of this work is to develop exploration strategies for modelbased agents. We ﬁrst show how to incorporate RL exploration methods
into model-based learning. One problem with the existing exploration
methods is that they do not take into consideration the risk involved
in exploration. An exploratory action taken by the agent tests unfamiliar aspects of the other agent’s behavior which can yield a better
model of the other agent. However, such an action carries also the risk
of putting the agent into a much worse position. Recently, some utilitybased strategies has been suggested to guide exploration by considering
the eﬀects of a given plan on the reduction of the agent’s uncertainty about its model of the world. Dayan and Sejnowsky (1996) claim
that the agent’s uncertainty should drive its exploration behavior. They
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describe a method that uses certainty equivalence approximation that
uses the mean values of the state variables, instead of the variables
themselves, in expressions that determine the utility of the agent’s
actions. Optimal experiments design (Fedorov, 1972) is concerned with
the design of experiments that are expected to minimize variances of
the parameterized model, and therefore, to maximize the conﬁdence
in the given model. When applying this method to sequential decision
making, we estimate how an addition of a new training example is
expected to change the computed variance. Cohn (1994) applies this
method for selecting examples to train an artiﬁcial neural network.
Karakoulas (1995) presents a probabilistic algorithm that also applies
a similar statistical selection procedure to decide how much exploration
is needed for selecting a plan.
In this work we present the lookahead-based exploration strategy that
drives exploration according to the player’s uncertainty about its opponent model, but also considers the eﬀect of exploration on the agent’s
position. It evaluates actions according to their expected utility, to
their expected contribution to the acquired knowledge, and to the risk
they carry. Instead of holding one model, the agent maintains a mixed
opponent model, a belief distribution over a set of models that reﬂects
its uncertainty about the opponent’s strategy. Every action is evaluated according to its long run contribution to the expected utility, and
to the knowledge regarding the opponent’s strategy, expressed by the
posterior probabilities over the set of models. Risky actions are detected by considering their expected outcome according to the alternative
models of the opponent’s behavior.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
basic model of interaction studied in this work. An encounter among
agents is described as a game and a sequence of encounters as a repeated game. For such a game, each agent has a ﬁnite set of alternative
actions (moves) to choose from, and the game outcome is determined
according to the joint moves performed by the agents. We study repeated games among bounded rational agents with restricted computational
abilities. The agents’ strategies are restricted to regular strategies, i.e.,
strategies that can be represented by deterministic ﬁnite automata, following Rubinstein’s model for bounded rationality in repeated games
(Rubinstein, 1986). We brieﬂy describe our earlier work (Carmel and
Markovitch, 1996; Carmel and Markovitch, 1998) on model-based learning for repeated games.
Section 3 addresses the necessity of exploration for model-based
agents, and adjusts several exploration methods originally developed for
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RL for model-based learning 1 . In Section 4 we describe the lookaheadbased exploration strategy that deals with exploration using utilitybased criteria usually used in decision-theory.
In Section 5 we show experimentally the necessity of exploration
for model-based learning and show the superiority of lookahead-based
exploration over uninformed exploration methods. Finally, the conclusions of the work are given in Section 6.
2. The Basic Framework
To formalize the notion of interacting agents we consider a framework
where an encounter between two agents is represented as a two-player
game and a sequence of encounters as a repeated game. A two-player
game is a tuple G = R1 , R2 , u1 , u2 , where R1 , R2 are ﬁnite sets of
alternative moves for the players (called pure strategies), and u1 , u2 :
R1 × R2 →  are utility functions that deﬁne the utility of a joint move
(r1 , r2 ) for the players. For example, the Prisoner’s dilemma (PD) is a
two-player game, where each player has two actions, cooperate (c) and
defect(d), R1 = R2 = {c, d}. The utility functions, u1 , u2 , are described
by the payoﬀ matrix shown in Figure 1.
II
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Figure 1. The payoﬀ matrix for the Prisoner’s dilemma game. Lower left numbers
are the utilities for player I. Upper right numbers are the utilities for player II.

A sequence of encounters among agents is described as a repeated
game, G# , based on the repetition of G an indeﬁnite number of times.
At any stage t of the game, the players choose their moves, (r1t , r2t ) ∈
R1 × R2 , simultaneously. A history, h(t) of G# , is a ﬁnite sequence of
joint moves
chosen by the agents up to the current stage of the game,

0
h(t) = (r1 , r20 ), (r11 , r21 ), . . . , (r1t−1 , r2t−1 ) . λ is the null history. H(G# )
is the set of all ﬁnite histories for G# .
A strategy for player i, si : H(G# ) → Ri , i ∈ {1, 2}, is a function
that takes a history and returns an action. S is the set of all possible
strategies for player i in G# . A pair of strategies (s1 , s2 ) deﬁnes an
inﬁnite sequence of joint moves (a path), g(s1 ,s2 ) (t), while playing the
game G# .
1

An earlier version of this section appeared in (Carmel and Markovitch, 1997).
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g(s1 ,s2 ) (0)
= λ


g(s1 ,s2 ) (t + 1) = g(s1 ,s2 ) (t)|| s1 (g(s1 ,s2 ) (t)), s2 (g(s1 ,s2 ) (t))

(1)

The discounted-sum function is a utility function commonly used for
analysis of repeated games:
Uids (s1 , s2 ) =

∞


γ t ui (s1 (g(s1 ,s2 ) (t)), s2 (g(s1 ,s2 ) (t)))

(2)

t=0

0 ≤ γ < 1 is a discount factor for future payoﬀs of player i. It can also
be thought of as the estimation of player i for the probability that the
game will be allowed to continue after the current move. It is easy to
show that U ds (s1 , s2 ) converges for any γ < 1.
Definition 1. A strategy sopt(sj , Ui ) will be called best response for
player i with respect to strategy sj and utility Ui , iﬀ ∀s ∈ Si ,
[Ui (sopt (sj , Ui ), sj ) ≥ Ui (s, sj )].
The Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) is an example of a repeated game based on the PD game that attracts signiﬁcant attention in
the game-theory literature. Tit-for-tat (TFT) is a simple well known
strategy for IPD that has been shown to be very successful in IPD
tournaments (Axelrod, 1984). It begins with cooperation and imitates
the opponent’s last action afterwards. The best-response against TFT
with respect to U ds depends on the discount parameter γ (Axelrod,
1984):

sopt (TFT, U γ ) =

2
all-c
≤γ
3
all-d
γ ≤ 14
“Alternate between c and d” otherwise

In many cases there is more than one best response strategy. For example, for γ ≥ 23 , TFT is also a best response against itself as well as many
other cooperative strategies.
One of the basic factors aﬀecting the behavior of agents in MAS
is the knowledge that they possess about each other. In this work we
assume that each player is aware of the other player’s set of actions, i.e.,
R1 , R2 are common knowledge, while the players’ preferences, u1 , u2 , are
private. In such a framework, while the history of the game is common
knowledge, each player predicts the future course of the game diﬀerently. The prediction of player i is based on the player’s strategy si and on
the player’s belief about the opponent’s strategy, ŝj . ŝj will be called
an opponent model.
How can a player acquire a model of its opponent’s strategy? One
source of information available for the player is the history of the game.
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Another possible source of information is observed games between the
opponent and other agents. Note that any history of length t provides
a sample, Ej (h(t)) = {(h(k), rjk )|0 ≤ k ≤ t}, of t + 1 examples of the
opponent’s behavior, since any preﬁx of h(t) is also a history of the
game.
Given a learning algorithm Li that infers an opponent model based
on a sample of its behavior, and a utility function Ui , we can deﬁne the
i ,Li
of a model-based learning agent as
strategy sU
i
i ,Li
(h(t)) = sopt
sU
i (Li (Ej (h(t))) , Ui ) (h(t))
i

The above deﬁnition yields a model-based player (MB-agent) that
adapts its strategy during the game. A MB-agent begins the game
with an arbitrary opponent model ŝ0j , ﬁnds the best response s0i =
0
0
0
sopt
i (ŝj , Ui ), and plays according to the best response, ri = si (λ), where
λ is the null history. At any stage t of the game, the MB-agent infers an
updated opponent model by applying its learning algorithm Li to the
current sample of the opponent’s behavior, ŝtj = Li (Ej (h(t))). It then
t
ﬁnds the best response against the current model, sti = sopt
i (ŝj , Ui ), and
t
t
plays according to the best response ri = si (h(t)). Figure 2 illustrates
the general architecture of an on-line model-based learning agent for
repeated games.
L
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Figure 2. A general architecture for a model-based learning agent in repeated games.

The eﬃciency of this adaptive strategy mainly depends on the two
main processes involved:
1. The ﬁnding of the best response against a given model.
2. The learning process of the opponent model.
Generally, computing the best response against a given model is too
complicated for bounded rational agents (agents with limited computational resources). There is an extensive line of research in game theory on the problem of playing repeated games against computationally
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bounded opponents (Papadimitriou, 1992; Fortnow and Whang, 1994;
Freund et al., 1995). See Kalai (1990) for a survey on bounded rationality in repeated games. The typical approach is to assume that the
opponent’s strategy is a member of some natural class of computationally bounded strategies. A natural measure of the complexity of
a given strategy is the amount of computational resources needed for
implementation. In this work we adopt a common restriction that the
opponent uses regular strategies, i.e. strategies that can be represented
by deterministic ﬁnite automata (DFA) (Rubinstein, 1986). The complexity of a regular strategy can be measured by the number of states
of the minimal automaton implementing the strategy.
A DFA (Moore machine) is deﬁned as a tuple M =
(Q, Σin , q0 , δ, Σout , F ), where Q is a non-empty ﬁnite set of states, Σin
is the machine input alphabet, q0 is the initial state, and Σout is the
output alphabet. δ : Q×Σin → Q is a transition function. Σ∗in is the set
oﬀ all strings over Σin . δ is extended to the range Q × Σ∗in in the usual
way: δ(q, λ) = q, δ(q, sσ) = δ(δ(q, s), σ). F : Q → Σout is the output
function. M (s) = F (δ(q0 , s)) is the output of M for a string s ∈ Σ∗in .
|M | denotes the number of states of M .
A strategy for player i against opponent j is represented by
a DFA, Mi , where Σin = Rj and Σout = Ri . Given a history (r10 , r20 ), (r11 , r21 ), . . . , (r1t−1 , r2t−1 ), the move selected by Mi is
Mi (rj0 rj1 . . . rjt−1 ). For example, Figure 3 shows a DFA that implements the strategy TFT for the IPD game. The player’s actions, (Σout ),
appear inside the machine states. The opponent’s actions, (Σin ), change
the DFA states and appear next to the corresponding transitions. The
initial state is marked by an arrow.
c

TFT

d

d
c

c

d

Figure 3. A DFA that implements the strategy TFT for the IPD game. The player’s
actions (Σout ) appear inside the machine states. The opponent’s actions, (Σin ),
change the DFA states and appear next to the corresponding transitions. The initial
state is marked by an arrow.

In previous work (Carmel and Markovitch, 1996; Carmel and
Markovitch, 1998), we presented a model-based strategy against regular opponents in repeated games. The strategy includes an eﬃcient
best-response procedure against any regular opponent model. The procedure is based on the work of Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis, (1987)
for ﬁnding an optimal policy against a Markov decision process using
dynamic programming.
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Under the assumption that the opponent’s strategy can be modeled
as DFA, and according to the Occam Razor assumption that smaller
models might have a better prediction power, the MB-agent should
infer the smallest DFA that is consistent with the sample of the opponent’s behavior in the past in order to predict the opponent’s actions in
the future. Angluin (1987) describes the L∗ algorithm that constructs
a minimal model by consulting a teacher who can answer queries. Such
an approach is not suitable for repeated game against an autonomous
egocentric agent. We have developed a learning algorithm (Carmel and
Markovitch, 1996; Carmel and Markovitch, 1998), named US-L∗ , (unsupervised L∗ ), that constructs a regular model according to the following
three guiding principles:
− Consistency: The new model must be consistent with the given
sample.
− Compactness: A smaller model might have a better prediction power.
− Stability: The new model should be similar to the previous model
as much as possible.
The algorithm maintains the same observation table, as L∗ does, for
representing the learned model. When a new counterexample arrives, it
tries to extend the model in a minimal fashion. At ﬁrst, the algorithm
constructs a new observation table that covers the data, including the
new counterexample. Table construction requires a teacher for answering membership queries. In the absence of such a teacher the agent
consults its previous model following the stability principle. After that,
it arranges the table and constructs a new model consistent with the
new table, and therefore with the new counterexample.

3. Exploration Strategies for Model-based Learning
The model-based strategy described in the previous section gives priority to actions with the highest expected utility, according to the current
opponent model. Such a behavior, however, does not consider the eﬀect
of the player’s action on the learning process. It is quite possible that
a sub-optimal action will yield long-run beneﬁt by exploring unknown
aspects of the opponent’s behavior. In the following subsections we will
modify the model-based learner to take both exploration and exploitation into consideration.
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3.1. Exploration versus Exploitation
Actions taken by the agent, together with the opponent’s responses,
are used as examples by the model-based learner. The “exploratory
value” of an example can be evaluated by predicting the expected value
of the revised model as a result of processing the new example. A
consistent example will strengthen the belief in the current model. A
counterexample will lead to a construction of a new better model by
the learner.
In supervised learning, it is the teacher’s role to provide counterexamples for guiding the learning process. In the absence of an assisting teacher, the agent must search for counterexamples by itself. The
model-based learner, described in Section 2, may encounter counterexamples by chance during the interaction process as long as it possesses
a model that is not equivalent to the opponent’s strategy. But such an
approach might converge to sub-optimal behavior. The deterministic
nature of the model-based strategy decreases the likelihood of observing counterexamples, since following the same behavior repeatedly prevents exploration of unknown aspects of the opponent’s strategy.
The left part of Figure 4 shows an example of an opponent’s strategy
for IPD. The opponent will defect as long as the player does, but will
cooperate forever after one cooperation of the player. The best-response
5γ
.
against this strategy is “play c then all-d” which yields a utility of 1−γ
If the player uses the model shown in the right part of the ﬁgure then
the best-response corresponding to this model is “all-d” yielding utility
1
which is suboptimal for any γ ≥ 15 . A model-based player holding
of 1−γ
this model will repeatedly defect, preventing it from exploring action
“c” and observing counterexamples. Hence, the wrong model will never
be corrected, and the player will be stuck with sub-optimal strategy.
d (1)

c(3),d(5)

c(0),d(1)

c (0)
d

c

d

Figure 4. An example of an opponent model in local minimum. (Left): An

Opponent’s strategy. (Right): An opponent model. The numbers in the parentheses show the outcomes of the PD game according to the players’ joint
actions. The model dictates playing “all-d” while the actual best-response is
“play c then all-d”.

The above example demonstrates that it is better sometimes to play
sub-optimally in order to explore the opponent’s behavior. Action c has
low utility according to the current model, but since it has not been
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tried already, it is expected to strengthen the belief in the current model if the expectation will be realized, or to provide a counterexample
and therefore a better model. Therefore, action c has high expected
exploratory value. Action d, on the other hand, has high expected utility, but was tried many times already, and therefore has low expected
exploratory value.
3.2. Uninformed Exploration Strategies
In recent years, a variety of exploration strategies have been proposed
for reinforcement-learning agents (Thrun, 1992; Sutton, 1990; Moore
and Atkeson, 1993; Kaelbling, 1993). In this subsection we show how
to adopt these methods for model-based learning.
3.2.1. Undirected strategies
Undirected strategies are based on incorporating randomness into the
decision procedure of the learning agent. The key idea is to associate
a positive probability with any state-action pair. The agent randomly
selects an action according to some given distribution and therefore no
action is neglected forever.
Semi-uniform exploration (Singh et al., 1998) is a simple undirected
strategy that gives priority to the optimal action according to the current model but also gives positive probability to the other alternatives.
If there are n alternative actions, an action r will be randomly chosen
according to the following probability distribution:


P r(r) =

1−
α
n

n−1
n α

if r is optimal
otherwise.

The exploration parameter, 0 ≤ α < 1, determines the weight given
to exploration. As α increases, the agent performs more sub-optimal
actions and increases the chance of receiving counterexamples.
The distribution used by the semi-uniform exploration associates an
equal probability for every non-optimal action without utility consideration. A utility-based exploration strategy makes choices according
to a distribution determined by the expected utility of the actions. The
better an action is expected to be, the more likely it is to be selected.
Boltzmann exploration (Sutton, 1990) is a utility-based strategy
that reduces the tendency for exploration with time. It is based on
the assumption that the current model improves as learning progresses. Boltzmann exploration assigns a positive probability to any possible
action according to its expected utility and according to a parameter
T called a temperature. Assume that the agent has to choose among
n actions, r1 , . . . , rn , with expected utilities U1 , . . . , Un according to
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its current knowledge. The Boltzmann distribution assigns a positive
probability for any possible action:
eUi /T
.
P r(ri ) = n
Uj /T
j=1 e
Actions with high utility are associated with higher probability. The
temperature T decreases with the stage of the game t. Therefore, as
learning progresses the distribution becomes more tight on high utility
actions, and the exploration tendency of the agent reduces. A common temperature function is T = c · αt where c is a positive constant and α < 1 is the exploration parameter2 . As alpha increases, the
rate of decay of the temperature, and therefore the exploration tendency, decreases. Singh et al. (1998) show conditions on the exploration
parameter that guarantee convergence of semi-uniform exploration and
Boltzmann exploration.
In the model-based framework, the expected utility of an action
r is computed by summing the instant expected reward of executing
r and the discounted sum of rewards expected from playing the best
response against the current model. Let M̂jt , q̂jt  = Li (h(t)) be a regular
opponent model M̂jt at state q̂jt , inferred by the learning algorithm Li
given history h(t). Let s∗t = sopt (M̂jt , q̂jt , Uids ) be the best-response
strategy against the model M̂jt at state qjt , according to the utility
function Uids . The expected utility of action r is deﬁned to be:




Ûi (M̂jt , q̂jt , r) = ui r, M̂jt (h(t)) +




γi Uids s∗t+1 , M̂jt , q̂jt+1 

The ﬁrst element in the sum stands for the immediate expected utility
from playing r by the player, and M̂jt (h(t)) by the opponent. Uids is
the expected discounted sum of rewards for player i, followed from
continuing playing optimally after performing r. q̂jt+1 = δjt (q̂jt , r) is the
new state of the opponent model following action r. s∗t+1 is the best
response against the opponent model in its new state.
Ûi can be computed eﬃciently since any game between two automata
converges to a ﬁnite cycle, and the discounted sum of rewards of the
game-path between the opponent model and the best response, can
be computed by using the following procedure. Let g(M t ,qt+1 ,M̂ t ,q̂t+1)
i

i

j

j

be the game-path between the the two automata. This path induces
2
We use the same symbol, α, to denote the exploration parameter in all the
exploration strategies.
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an inﬁnite sequence of states, P̂ , in the opponent’s automaton, that
converges to a cycle:
P̂ = (q0 , q1 , . . . , qk−1 , qk , . . . , qk+n−1 , qk , . . .)
P̂ can be easily found by a simulation of a game played between the two
automata. Let rl be the player’s action that changes the model state
from ql to ql+1 . The expected discounted sum of rewards for player i is:
Uids





Mit , qit+1 , M̂jt , q̂jt+1 

=

k−1


γil ui (rl , Fj (ql )) +

l=0

+


γik k+n−1
γ l−k ui (rl , Fj (ql )) (3)
1 − γin l=k i

The ﬁrst element is the discounted sum of rewards attained while following the path leading to the cycle. The second element is the geometric sum of the inﬁnite run along the cycle.
We can now use Equation 3 to deﬁne the probability assigned by
Boltzmann exploration to action r, given the current model M̂jt , q̂jt :
t

P r(r) = 

t

eÛi (M̂j ,q̂j ,r)/T
t

r  ∈Ri

t



eÛi (M̂j ,q̂j ,r )/T

(4)

3.2.2. Directed strategies
For undirected exploration strategies, the exploration policy of the
agent is determined in advance and does not depend on the actual interactions with which the agent is involved. Directed strategies attempt
to explore the opponent’s behavior more eﬃciently by using statistics
based on the learning experience of the agent. These methods compute an exploration bonus for each possible action and incorporate this
bonus into the decision procedure of the agent. The bonus estimates
the expected contribution of the action to exploration.
Several statistics were proposed for determining the exploration
bonus. (Sato et al., 1991) use action-counts where higher exploration
bonuses are given to actions that have been chosen less frequently. Sutton (1990) suggests Recency-based exploration, an exploration bonus
based on the time that has passed since the action was taken. (Kaelbling, 1993) suggests Interval estimation, an exploration bonus based
on the upper bound of the conﬁdence interval computed for the expected utility of the possible actions. (Moore and Atkeson, 1993) propose
Prioritized sweeping exploration strategy, where states found to be
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unfamiliar are connected to ﬁctitious state with high utility. Therefore,
the agent is encouraged to investigate unfamiliar areas of the environment.
Directed strategies can be incorporated directly into model-based
agents by traversing the history of the game and accumulating the
above statistics. For example, the history can be used to compute an
age parameter for every state-action pair. Recency-based exploration
can be implemented by computing an exploration bonus proportional
to the age.
Let Êi (ŝtj , r) be the exploration bonus computed for an action r,
according to the current model of the opponent’s strategy, ŝtj , and the
history h(t). The value for each action is computed by a linear combination of the expected utility of the given action, Ûi , and the exploration
bonus, Êi :
Vi (ŝtj , r) = (1 − α) 

Ûi (ŝtj , r)
r  ∈Ri

Ûi (ŝtj , r  )

+ α

Êi (ŝtj , r)
r  ∈Ri

Êi (ŝtj , r  )

(5)

As for undirected methods, α is the exploration parameter that
determines the ratio between exploration and exploitation. Thrun
(1992) deals with the question of combining exploration and exploitation. He shows that dynamic combination, e.g., changing the tradeoﬀ
parameter α, during learning, might have an advantage over static combination.
To summarize, at any stage t of the game, an exploring MB-agent
updates the opponent model ŝtj = Li (h(t)). It then ﬁnd the best
response against the model s∗t = sopt (ŝtj , Ui ). When using an undirected exploration method it computes P r(r) for every action r ∈ Ri and
randomly selects an action according to this distribution. When using
a directed method it computes the exploration bonus for every action
r based on the history statistics, and then selects the action with the
maximal combined utility.

4. Lookahead-based Exploration
The exploration methods described in the previous section were developed to handle the problem of being stuck in local-minima. An exploring agent is willing to perform sub-optimal actions in order to acquire a
better model of the opponent yielding a better utility in the long run. It
is quite possible, however, that the exploratory action will indeed yield
a better model, but will also lead the agent to a poor state where even
optimal play yields low utility. Sometimes, knowledge is too expensive
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– taking a step into the dark can lead you to the sought treasure, or
into a deep chasm. While falling into the chasm, the improved model
of the world is not likely to help you much.
For example, the left part of Figure 5 describes a strategy for IPD
called Grim. A Grim player cooperates as long as its opponent cooperates, but never forgives defection – after one single defection of its
opponent it reacts by repeatedly defecting. Assume that an exploring
agent holds the model described in the right part of the ﬁgure. Defection
has lower utility than cooperation according to the model, therefore, a
3
. An
non-exploring agent will always cooperate yielding utility of 1−γ
exploring agent will eventually try d and acquire a perfect model of
Grim. However, the exploring action d takes the agent into the “defection sink” without any opportunity to get out, yielding utility of 5−4γ
1−γ ,
1
which is lower than the utility of cooperation for any γ ≥ 2 . Thus,
exploration indeed yielded better knowledge, but the cost of acquiring
this knowledge is too high.
c (3)

c(0),d(1)
d (5)

c

d (5)
d

Grim

d (1)

c (3)

c

c(0)

d

sub-model

Figure 5. Left: The Grim strategy for IPD. Right: the current model held by

the agent. An exploratory action against grim (d), will be followed by falling
into the “defection sink” without any opportunity to get out.

The above example clearly demonstrates that exploratory behavior
requires a better mechanism for predicting the risk involved in taking
sub-optimal actions. One of the problems with the exploration mechanisms described in Section 3 is the use of a utility function that assumes
a stationary opponent model throughout the expected course of the
game. This assumption is not rational for a learning agent who continuously modiﬁes its opponent model. In order to develop a risk-sensitive
exploration strategy we need a mechanism that allow the agent to take
into consideration the expected revision of its belief while computing
the expected utility. Such a mechanism requires a method for representing the agent’s uncertainty regarding its opponent’s strategy.
In the rest of this section we describe a risk-sensitive exploration
methodology. We ﬁrst describe mixed strategies for representing uncertain opponent models, and an almost best response procedure against
such strategies. We then show a learning mechanism for acquiring
uncertain models.
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4.1. Mixed strategies
The model-based agent described in Section 2 maintains a regular model of the opponent’s behavior. The regular model is incapable of representing the uncertainty of the learning agent regarding the model’s
prediction. To represent such uncertainty we apply a stronger mechanism for modeling the opponent strategy: The game-theoretic concept
of mixed strategy.
Definition 2. A mixed strategy for repeated game G# is a pair, (S, π)
where S = {s1 , . . . , sk } is a ﬁnite set of (pure) strategies for G# called
the set of support (SOS) and π = (π1 . . . πk ) is a probability distribution
over
SOS called the belief distribution, where πl ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ l ≤ k, and
k
l=1 πl = 1. A regular mixed strategy, (M , q, π), is a mixed strategy
whose set of support includes k automata, M = (M1 , . . . , Mk ), in states
q = (q1 , . . . , qk ).
An agent uses a mixed strategy (S, π), by randomly drawing a strategy sl from the set S, according to the belief distribution π, and performing action sl (h(t)).
Mixed strategies can be used as opponent models in two diﬀerent
ways. In the ﬁrst one, we assume that the opponent applies a mixed
strategy, i.e., it randomly chooses one of the strategies from the set
of support at any stage of the game. Gilboa (1988) shows how to
play against n regular opponents by solving the best response problem against the product automaton of the opponents’ DFA. A similar method can be used to ﬁnd the best response against a regular
mixed strategy. First, construct the product automaton of the automata belonging to the set of support, with an output function which
is probabilistic according to the given distribution. Second, ﬁnd the
best response automaton against the probabilistic product automaton.
The problem of ﬁnding the best response against a probabilistic action
automaton (PAA) is equivalent to the best response problem against a
deterministic automaton (Freund et al., 1995).
The above interpretation still assumes that the agent does not modify its opponent model throughout the game-path while computing the
utility, and is therefore not suitable for the belief revision framework.
The second interpretation considers the opponent’s strategy to be one
of the models belonging to the set of support, and the belief distribution
to reﬂect the subjective beliefs of the player on the alternative opponent models. This interpretation is suitable for the learning framework
studied in this work and can be viewed as a form of Bayesian adaptive
control. By choosing a speciﬁc action, the agent forces the opponent to
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respond. The opponent’s response enables a revision of the belief distribution over the set of the opponent models. Following the opponent’s
response, rjt , the beliefs on all models that do not expect to perform
rjt should be reduced to zero. The beliefs on all models that expect to
output rjt should be increased.
Let (S, π) be the current mixed strategy, and let P r(rj ) =
k
l=1 [πl |sl (h(t)) = rj ] be the probability of performing action rj by
the opponent at the current stage of the game. The posterior belief,
π rj , can be computed directly by Bayes law for every 1 ≤ l ≤ k:
r

πl j =


0

sl (h(t)) = rj
πl
otherwise

P r(rj )

(6)

Two useful propositions are implicit in the Bayesian belief-revision process:
− The conﬁdence of the agent in the opponent’s models is reﬂected
by its prior belief distribution. The more the agent is conﬁdent
in one of its models, that is, the belief distribution is more tight
on one of the models in SOS, the more the posterior distribution
will resemble the prior distribution for any given response. This
is clear in the limit. An agent with absolute prior conﬁdence who
associates a probability of 1.0 with one of the models, e.g. S1 , can
learn nothing from new evidence. From equation 6, if the prior
probabilities πl , are all zero for any Sl = S1 , the corresponding
post-prior probabilities will also be zero.
− The more “surprising” the opponent’s response is, the bigger the
impact upon the post-prior belief. In terms of Equation 6, a surprising response would be associated with low probability P r(rj ). The
smaller this probability is, the more the post-prior belief diverges
from the prior belief.
We can now deﬁne the utility of the expected game-path between
a learning strategy and a mixed model, while considering the modiﬁed
beliefs throughout the path:
Ûids (si , (S, π)) =


rj ∈Rj

P r(rj )[ui (si (h(t)), rj ) + γi Ûids (si , (S, π rj ))]

Ben-Porath (1990) shows that under this interpretation, the best
response problem against a regular mixed strategy is NP-complete.
He also shows that the problem becomes polynomial in the size of the
product automaton when ﬁxing the size of the set of support. However,
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the best response procedure described by Ben-Porath is impractical
since the product automaton is extremely large even for a small set of
support. In the next subsection we describe an alternative approach
that is more suitable for a computational bounded agent.
4.2. An almost-best response strategy against a regular
mixed model
In this subsection we develop an algorithm that returns an almostbest response automaton against a regular mixed model. The level of
approximation can be determined in advance at any stage of the game,
according to the computational resources available for the agent. The
strategy returned by the algorithm enables the agent to eﬃciently balance between exploration and exploitation throughout the game-path
expected to be played.
Given an opponent’s strategy sj , and an approximation parameter,
, an -best response strategy, with respect to sj , guarantees the player
a utility which is not far more than  from the maximal possible utility
against sj (Kalai, 1990).
Definition 3. A strategy sopt
 (sj , Ui ) will be called -best response for
player i with respect to strategy sj and utility function Ui , iﬀ ∀s ∈ Si ,
[Ui (sopt
 (sj , Ui ), sj ) ≥ Ui (s, sj ) − ].
Let umax be the maximal value of the stage game G, and Umax =
be the maximal utility in the repeated game G# . The algorithm
receives a regular mixed model, (M , q, π), and a depth parameter
umax
1−γ

ln(



)

Umax
.
d that is determined by the approximation parameter , d ≥ ln(γ)
0
The set of support includes k automata, Ml = (Ql , Ri , ql , δl , Rj , Fl ), l =
1, . . . k, in states q = (q1 . . . qk ), and a belief distribution π =
(π1 . . . , πk ), πl > 0 3 . The algorithm returns a pair of an -best response
automaton and the expected utility of the game against the given mixed
model.
The algorithm classiﬁes the states of the mixed strategy to certain
states where all the models predict the same output, and uncertain
states where at least two models disagree on the opponent’s current
action. For uncertain states, the algorithm splits the models of SOS
r
into disjoint sets according to their expected output, M j = {Ml ∈
M |Fl (ql ) = rj }. Any opponent’s action reduces the number of models in
the corresponding set of support since the beliefs in all models that are
not consistent with this action are reduced to zero. For each pair (ri , rj )
3

We ignore models with a belief of zero.
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of a player’s action and an opponent’s action, we construct a posterior
r
r
mixed strategy, (M j , q ri , π rj ). The posterior belief, π rj , over M j ,
can be computed using Equation 6. The player’s action, ri , determines
the new state of the posterior mixed model, qlri = δl (ql , ri ), 1 ≤ l ≤ k.
The algorithm calls itself recursively with a reduced depth limit.
The recursion stops when the search reaches the depth limit, or, when
the set of support includes only one model, for which the problem is
reduced to the best response problem against a single automaton.
Certain states do not reveal information to the player, since all the
models predict the same output. Therefore, the set of support and the
belief distribution cannot be modiﬁed. For such states, the models’
current states are modiﬁed according to the player’s action and the
best response is found recursively with a reduced depth limit.
Finally, when the recursion terminates at depth d, the algorithm
returns a constant policy – a one-state automaton, A0 , that outputs
one of the player’s actions for any possible history.
Denote the automaton returned by the recursive call for the pair
(ri , rj ) by Ari ,rj , and the expected payoﬀ of the game to be played by
U ri ,rj . Let ri∗ be the action that maximizes the expected utility at the
given state of the mixed model:
ri∗ = arg max
ri



P r(rj )[ui (ri , rj ) + γU ri ,rj ]

rj ∈Rj

The -best response automaton begins with ri∗ at the initial state and
∗
then plays Ari ,rj , according to the opponent’s action rj .
Note that the automaton described above provides a plan of d steps
for the player for exploring and exploiting the mixed model. The plan
optimizes the player’s behavior by considering the expected utility,
and also the expected revealed information throughout the alternative game-paths. This plan is in contrast to the inﬁnite plan returned
by the best response procedure against a single automaton, which does
not direct the agent’s behavior when the opponent does not play as
predicted. Figure 6 describes a pseudo-code of the algorithm.
Figure 7 demonstrates how the -best response strategy can avoid
falling into the defection sink when playing the IPD against Grim. The
top part of Figure 7 shows two models held by the exploring agent, after
t mutual cooperations in the IPD game. M0 is TFT which predicts the
opponent to defect after defection but assumes a possible withdrawal
by cooperation. M1 is the Grim strategy. The bottom part of the ﬁgure
shows the computation of the -best response. The player’s actions are
marked by solid lines and the opponent’s actions are marked by dashed
lines. To save space, duplicated subtrees are drawn only once. Action c
has no exploration beneﬁt since all the models predict cooperation of
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Procedure BR (M , q, π), d
k ← |M |
if (d = 0) or (k = 0) then return A0 , 0
if (k = 1) then return PureBR(M, q)
else
if uncertain(q)
for each rj ∈ Rj
k
P r(rj ) ← l=1 [πl |Fl (ql ) = rj ]
rj
M ← {Ml ∈ M |Fl (ql ) = rj }
for l = 1 . . . , k
r
πl
if Fl (ql ) = rj then πl j ← P r(r
j)
rj
else
πl ← 0
for each ri ∈ Ri
qlri ← δl (ql , ri ), 1 ≤ l ≤k

rj
Ari ,rj , U ri ,rj  ← BR (M , q ri , π rj ), d − 1

U ← maxri rj P r(rj )[ui (ri , rj ) + γU ri ,rj ]

ri∗ ← arg maxri rj P r(rj )[ui (ri , rj ) + γU ri ,rj ]
∗
A ← (a DFA that begins with ri∗ and plays Ari ,rj according to rj )
else /* q is certain, i.e., all models predict the same action rj∗ */
for each ri ∈ Ri
qlri ← δl (ql , ri ), 1 ≤ l ≤ k
∗
∗
Ari ,rj , U ri ,rj  ← BR (M , q ri , π), d − 1
∗
U ← maxri [ui (ri , rj∗ ) + γU ri ,rj ]
∗
ri∗ ← arg maxri [ui (ri , rj∗ ) + γU ri ,rj ]
∗ ∗
A ← (a DFA that begins with ri∗ and plays Ari ,rj according to rj∗ )
return (A, U )

Figure 6. The BR algorithm that returns an -best response automaton
against a regular mixed model.

3

2γ
the opponent after c. The utility of cooperation is U (c) = 3 + 5γ + 1−γ
.
2

2γ
. Hence, c is prefered over
The utility of defection is U (d) = 5 + 1−γ
d for any γ > 0.5. Note that the exploration strategy returned by the
algorithm is “c then all-d”. When the algorithm searches deeper, the
returned strategy will postpone defection for later stages of the gamepath.
The following theorem proves that algorithm -BR() returns an best response strategy against the given mixed strategy, with respect
to Û ds .
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Figure 7. Top: The 2 models belong to the mixed model after t mutual cooperations in the IPD game. Bottom: The search tree spanned by -BR. The player’s actions are marked by solid lines. The opponent’s actions are marked by
dashed lines. To save space, duplicated subtrees are drawn only once. Action
c is preferred over d for any γ > 0.5.

Theorem 1. Let  be a positive number. Let  =
ln( )


|Umax | ,

and let

d ≥ ln(γ) . Let (M , q, π) be a regular mixed strategy. The algorithm
BR((M , q, π), d), returns an -best response automaton, against
(M , q, π), with respect to Ûids . The computation time is polynomial in 1 , the number of models in SOS, and the size of the maximal
automaton belonging to the set of support.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth d. For d = 0 the proof is
trivial since  ≥ Umax . Hence, any strategy is -best response. For the
induction step, if the number of models is k = 1, then the algorithm
returns the best response against a single DFA which is also an -best
response. For k > 1, assume correctness for d − 1. Let s be the strategy
returned by the algorithm, and s be an arbitrary strategy. We denote
the expected utility of s returned by a search to depth d, by Ud , and
the expected utility of s by Ud . We also denote the corresponding
approximation parameter  according to the given depth d, by d . Note
that from the relation between  and d, it follows that γd−1 = d . If the
current state is certain, i.e., all models predict the opponent to perform
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rj∗ . The utility returned by the algorithm is:
Ud = max[ui (ri , rj∗ ) + γi Ud−1 ]
ri

=

max[ui (ri , rj∗ ) +
r
i

induction

≥


γi Ud−1
] − d

≥


max[ui (ri , rj∗ ) + γi (Ud−1
− d−1 )] =

ri

Ud − d

A Similar computation can show the claim for uncertain states.
For computing the complexity of the algorithm, let us look at
the tree it traverses. At each inner node of the tree, we update the
belief distributions; each such computation depends on N , the size
of SOS. For leaf nodes, each computation is polynomial in the size
of the maximal automaton, Mmax . Note that the maximal number
of computations is bounded by the number of leaves in the search
tree, (|Ri ||Rj |)d = O(poly( 1 )), where poly() is a polynomial function.
Therefore, the total complexity is O(poly( 1 ) ∗ (Mmax + N )).
4.3. Learning a mixed model
Describing the opponent model by a mixed strategy requires a learning
procedure for acquiring alternative models for the set of support, SOS,
and a computational procedure for determining the belief distribution
over SOS. In this subsection we describe a lookahead learning procedure
which expands the tree of all possible future paths of the game.
4.3.1. Lookahead-based learning of mixed models
Ideally, the set of support should include all the models consistent with
the given history, but such a set of strategies is inﬁnite.
For restricting the set of support we concentrate on a subset of
models consistent with the given history that diﬀer in predicting the
expected opponent’s action at the next stage of the game. We use the
learning algorithm of the model-based strategy, Li , for constructing
these models. By concatenating all the possible pairs of actions, (ri , rj ),
to the given history, and by applying the learning algorithm Li , to the
new expanded histories, we acquire models that are consistent with the
given history and predict the opponent’s next action to be rj at stage
t + 1 of the game. The player action at stage t + 1, ri , does not aﬀect
the learning algorithm since the opponent’s action at stage t + 1 is only
aﬀected by the previous player’s actions. Hence, we can acquire at most
|Rj | diﬀerent models for the set of support.
Definition 4. Given a history h(t), and a learning algorithm Li .
The set of support, SOS 1 (Li , h(t)), is deﬁned to be the set of models
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returned by the algorithm Li , applied to the history h(t) concatenated
with one more joint action (ri , rj ):
SOS 1 (Li , h(t)) = {M |M = Li (h(t) ◦ (ri , rj )) , ri ∈ Ri , rj ∈ Rj }
After acquiring the diﬀerent models for the set of support, the agent
should determine its belief distribution over the set. Since all models are
consistent with the given history, each one can serve as an opponent
model. However, there are models that seem to be more reasonable
than others. The agent can choose any way for computing its subjective
beliefs. The only restriction is that its beliefs should be non-negative
and should sum to one.
A reasonable heuristic for belief assignment can be implemented as
follows: According to the Occam razor principle, the belief probability
for a given model should decrease in its size, i.e. the smaller the model,
the larger is its associated belief. The beliefs should also be in direct
relation to the coverage of the models: the smaller the number of edges
of the model that have been tried by the agent during the given history,
the smaller the agent’s belief in the given model.
πj ∝

cover(h(t), Mj )
.
|Mj |

(7)

Figure 8 shows an example for a mixed strategy acquired after a
history of t mutual defections in the IPD game. M0 is a one state model
that predicts consecutive defections by the opponent. M1 is a t+1 states
model that predicts consecutive cooperations by the opponent after the
t defections. Note that the belief in M1 is much smaller than the belief
in M0 . For large t, it is not reasonable to predict cooperation in the
future after t consecutive defections.
Modeling the opponent’s strategy by a mixed strategy enables the
agent to quantify its uncertainty about the opponent’s behavior and
to make better decisions under uncertainty. The strategies acquired
for the set of support were inferred by predicting diﬀerent responses
of the opponent to the given history. For testing the inﬂuence of the
agent’s behavior on the opponent’s behavior, we should search some
stages deeper, testing the eﬀects of the agent’s actions on the opponent’s expected responses.
When we search d stages forward, we shall look at all possible
expanded histories of length t + d, h(t) ◦ (rit , rjt )d . By concatenating
all the possible d pairs of actions, (ri , rj ), to the given history, and by
applying the learning algorithm to the expanded histories, we acquire
models that are consistent with the history h(t), and predict diﬀerently
the opponent responses for the player sequences of actions. Note that
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c(0),d(1)

L ((d,d),(d,d),...(d,d)(*,d)) =

d
π0 = t/(t+1)

M0
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L ((d,d),(d,d),...(d,d)(*,c)) =

c

d

d

c

c
d

d
d

d
M1

... d
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d

c

π1 = 1/(t+1)

Figure 8. A mixed strategy acquired after t mutual defection in the IPD game.
M0 predicts future defection by the opponent. M1 predicts cooperation. The
beliefs are computed in relation to the model’s size and the model’s coverage
according the game history.

the player action at stage t + d does not aﬀect the learning algorithm
since the opponent’s action at stage t+d is only aﬀected by the previous
player’s actions. Hence, we can acquire at most |Ri |d−1 |Rj |d diﬀerent
models for the set of support.
Definition 5. Given a history h(t), and a learning algorithm Li , the
set of support, SOS d (Li , h(t)), is deﬁned to be the set of the models
returned by the algorithm Li , applied to the history h(t), concatenated
with d more joint actions, (ri , rj )d .






SOS d (Li , h(t)) = M |M = Li h(t) ◦ (ri , rj )d , ri ∈ Ri , rj ∈ Rj



To summarize, for exploring the opponent’s strategy using a mixed
model, the agent ﬁrst searches d stages forward for collecting diﬀerent
opponent models to the set of support. It then infers a belief distribution over this set. Following that, it ﬁnds the -best response against the
mixed model and performs a sequence of actions dictated by this strategy. By doing so, the agent rationally balances between exploration and
exploitation, and reduces the risk involved in performing sub-optimal
actions. This may carry additional computational cost, but the investment may be proﬁtable when the risk involved in exploration is high.
Subsection 4.3.3 analyzes the complexity of the algorithm.
4.3.2. An example
To illustrate the process of learning a mixed model devising bestresponse against it using BR, we will show how our algorithm behaves
when facing Grim. Playing against Grim strategy is a great challenge
for any exploration method since there is no possibility to regret after
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performing an exploration action. Model-based strategies that invoke
exploration by incorporating randomness into their decision procedure,
will fail against Grim when the exploration action d will be eventually
chosen.
Assume that the current history consists of several mutual cooperations with Grim. The key to detecting Grim is to observe that the
opponent does not cooperate after the player defects then cooperates.
Since the next opponent action is a response to the player’s previous
action, a lookahead depth of at least 3 is needed.
A 3-lookahead strategy will produce 32 extensions of the current
history. One of the extensions is ((d, c), (c, d), (∗, d)) which will lead to
inferring Grim. The other 31 extensions will yield several alternative
models which will be included in the set of support. Most of those
models, however, will be larger than Grim. Therefore, after updating
the belief distribution according to the models’ size and coverage, most
of the members in the set of support will have very low associated belief,
leaving only four models. The set of four models with their associated
beliefs is shown in Figure 9.
The BR procedure will detect that playing the exploratory action d
will indeed improve the knowledge about the opponent since response
of the opponent to d will decide between All-c and the three other
models. It will also, however, detect the low expected utility of playing
d due to the signiﬁcant belief in Grim and will therefore prefer to play
c.
The ability of the algorithm to avoid falling into the defection sink of
Grim depends on the history of mutual cooperations being long enough
to eliminate alternative models, leading to signiﬁcant belief in Grim. A
shorter history may be suﬃcient when the punishment of the defection
increases.
4.3.3. Complexity analysis
After each interaction the lookahead-based exploration strategy ﬁrst
extends the history with all possible paths of length dl , applies the
learning algorithm to each of the extensions, and accumulates the
resulting models into the set of support. It then computes the belief
distribution over SOS and calls the BR procedure to depth d .
The complexity of the learning process depends on the lookahead
horizon dl , on the complexity of the learning algorithm Cost(L), the
history length |h| and on the “branching factor” of the lookahead tree
B = |Ri ||Rj |. In each leaf of the expanded tree, we apply the learning
algorithm L to the extended history. The size of the resulting SOS
is bounded by the number of leaves, which is |Ri |dl −1 |Rj |dl ≤ B dl .
For each of the models in SOS we compute the belief using Equation 7
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Figure 9. Left: The models acquired by the 3-lookahead exploration strategy

after 10 mutual cooperations with Grim while playing the IPD game. All
other possible models are neglectable since the beliefs in them are lower than
a given threshold (0.1). The BR algorithm will decide to cooperate for any
search depth greater than 5 and any γ greater than 0.5.

whose complexity determined by |h|. Therefore, the cost of the learning
process, Cl , is bounded by
B dl (Cost(L) + |h|)

(8)

In the previous section we showed that the cost of BR, Cb , is
+ |SOS|)) where Mmax is the size of the largest automaton in SOS. Since |SOS| ≤ B dl and Mmax ≤ |h| we get the following
bound on the cost of the lookahead-based exploration, Ce :
B d (Mmax

Ce = Cl + Cb ≤ B dl (Cost(L) + |h|) + B d (|h| + B dl )

(9)

It is obvious that to keep this computation feasible, dl and d should
be small. With small depth values, the dominant cost is the call to the
learning algorithm L which computes the models at the leaves of the
lookahead tree. The complexity of L usually depends on the length
of the history. For example, the complexity of the US-L∗ algorithm
used for the experiments described in the following section is O(|h|3 )
(Carmel and Markovitch, 1998). One way to reduce this cost is by using
windowing to decrease |h|. Another way is to make the whole exploration process incremental. Instead of learning the whole set of support
after each interaction, we can maintain the set between interactions,
eliminating inconsistent models. Then, we will need to call L only at
leaves whose associated path contradicts all existing models.
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The complexity of the uninformed exploration methods, described in
Section 3.2, is much lower since they ignore the eﬀect of their actions on
the learning process. For example, the complexity of Boltzmann exploration is bounded by Cost(L) + |Ri ||h|. The higher cost of lookaheadbased exploration is outweighed by the beneﬁt of obtaining more informative examples, which hopefully leads to lower number of examples
required for adaptation.

5. Experimentation: Exploration strategies in
repeated-games
We conducted a set of experiments to test the capabilities of the different exploration methods for repeated games.
5.1. Experimentation methodology
The experiments described in this section compare various exploration
strategies and test their characteristics. Each experiment consists of
100 repeated IPD games of length 400 between the tested agent and
randomly-generated deterministic opponents. The method of randomly
generating many strategies simulates a MAS where an agent can beneﬁt
from adapting to many diﬀerent opponents. 100 opponent automata
were generated by choosing a random transition function and a random
output function. The randomly-generated machines were minimized by
taking out all unreachable states and by using the DFA-minimization
algorithm (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979).
The agent’s performance was measured using the following dependent variables:
1. Relative utility: Since the actual opponent strategy Mj , qjt  is
known to the experimenter, the expected utility of a model M̂jt , q̂jt 
can be computed by the inﬁnite discounted sum of rewards of
the game between the opponent automaton and the best response
against the given model:




Uexp (M̂jt , q̂jt ) = Uids sopt (M̂jt , q̂jt ), Mj , qjt 

The computation of Uexp can be done eﬃciently according to Equation 3. Instead of using absolute utilities, we use relative utility,
which is the ratio between the expected utility of the current model, M̂jt , q̂jt , and the expected utility of the best possible model –
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the actual opponent DFA:
Ur (M̂jt , q̂jt ) =

Uexp (M̂jt , q̂jt )
Uexp (Mj , qjt )

2. Average cumulative reward: The cumulative reward of the game
divided by the number of stage games:
t−1

k k
k=0 ui (ri , rj )

t
3. Model size: The number of model states.
We have experimented with the following agents:
1. TFT: The stationary strategy Tit-for-tat.
2. Q-strategy: Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan, 1992) is a well-known
RL algorithm that works by estimating the values of all stateaction pairs. For repeated games, an entire history is needed for
representing a game state. In such a framework, any state is visited
only once and no generalization can be made. A possible alternative
is to use a ﬁxed window of previous moves for representing a state.
A too wide window can make the agent using a too sparse table
and to disable convergence of the learning process in practical time.
A too narrow window can cause perceptual aliasing, i.e., diﬀerent
states can appear identical and therefore can be represented by the
same state.
Q-learning was tried in repeated games against TFT by Sandholm
and Crites (1995). The Q-agent succeeded in learning an optimal
strategy against TFT using a window of width one, but it needed about 100,000 iterations for convergence. Similar results were
obtained by us. In our experiments the Q-agent used a window
of width 2, Boltzmann exploration using a temperature function
T = 5 ∗ αt , and a learning parameter βt = 0.1 ∗ 0.999t .
3. MB-strategy: The non-exploring model-based strategy described in
Section 2. The MB-agent begins with a random DFA as a model of
its opponent’s strategy and modiﬁes the model whenever it fails to
predict the opponent’s actual play. It computes the best response
strategy against the current model and acts according to it.
4. Boltzmann exploration: An undirected MB-agent with incorporated
Boltzmann exploration using a temperature function T = 5 ∗ αt .
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5. Recency-based exploration: A directed MB-agent using recencybased exploration (Sutton, 1990). For every action r, it counts the
number of stages that have passed since the last time that r was
taken, ρ(ŝtj , r), where ŝtj is the current opponent model. It then


computes an exploration bonus E  (ŝtj , r) = ρ(ŝtj , r) and measures
the utility of action r according to Equation 5.

6. Combined exploration: A combined strategy that uses a combination of the directed and undirected strategies: it uses recency-based
exploration strategy but decreases the exploration parameter with
time, αt = 0.1 ∗ 0.99t .
7. Lookahead-based exploration: The -BR algorithm with a depthlimit of 2 combined with 2-lookahead learning algorithm.
In addition, we have used as independent variables the exploration
parameter, α, the discount parameter, γ, and the opponent automaton size D. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, the default values used for this
parameters are: γ = 0.9, and D = 20.
5.2. The effect of the exploration parameter on the
agent’s performance
In the ﬁrst experiment we tested the eﬀect of the exploration parameter
on the performance of an MB-agent using Boltzmann exploration. We
used exploration parameter (α) values of 0, 0.9 and 0.99. For comparison we also tested the ﬁxed TFT strategy and the Q-learning strategy.
Table I. The average cumulative reward, relative utility and model-size, attained

by the agents after 400 stages of the PD game. The results are averaged over
the 100 trials with 100 randomly-generated opponents. The standard deviation
is given in parentheses.
Av. Cumulative Reward
Agent
Opponent
TFT
Q-agent
MB-Agent (α = 0)
MB-Agent(α = 0.9)
MB-agent(α = 0.99)

2.24
2.34
3.28
3.50
3.70

(0.05)
(0.28)
(0.33)
(0.36)
(0.32)

2.24 (0.05)
2.18 (0.3)
0.72 (0.06)
1.11 (0.1)
1.01 (0.1)

Relative Utility

Model size

–
–
0.86 (0.95)
0.91 (0.53)
0.95 (0.35)

–
–
12.6 (18.87)
84.87 (123.1)
85.07 (171.3)

The average cumulative reward, relative utility and model-size,
attained by the agents after 400 stages of the PD game are shown in
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Table I. The adaptive players achieved signiﬁcantly better results than
the non-adaptive TFT player. TFT gained only 2.24 points which is
the average payoﬀ of the PD game (its randomly-generated opponents
achieved similar results). The second row shows the results of the Qagent. The Q-agent fails to learn a reasonable strategy using the given
resources. Increasing the width of the window and changing the learning parameters did not help. The Q-agent managed to achieve results
comparable to those achieved by the MB-agent in 400 stages only when
the length of the game was increased up to 40,000. Therefore, while the
Q-agent can achieve results similar to those of the MB-agent, it requires
signiﬁcantly more resources.
The results also show the beneﬁt of exploration. The exploring
model-based agents are far more successful than the non-exploring
agent (with α = 0) and the beneﬁt is increased when increasing the
exploration tendency (with larger α). The non-exploring agent achieves
3.28 points while the exploring agent (with α = 0.99) achieves 3.7
points. This is close to the optimal performance of 4.2 which was measured by playing the best response strategies against the randomlygenerated opponents.
The results also indicate that the non-exploring agent infers much
smaller models than those inferred by the exploring agent. The reason
for that is that the non-exploring agent is trapped in local minima with
sub-models that are smaller but less utile.
MB-learning: Boltzmann expl.

MB-learning: Boltzmann expl.
1.05

alpha=0.99
alpha=0.9
alpha=0
Q-agent
TFT

4

alpha=0.99
alpha=0.9
alpha=0

1
0.95

Relative utility

Avg. cumulative reward

4.5

3.5
3

0.9
0.85
0.8

2.5
0.75
2

0.7
0

50

100

150 200 250 300
stage of the game

350

400

0

50

100

150 200 250 300
stage of the game

Figure 10. Left: The average cumulative reward attained by diﬀerent playing
strategies against 100 randomly-generated automata of size 20. Right: The
average relative utility of the models acquired by the model-based agents
during the game.

Figure 10 shows the cumulative reward and the relative utility of the
models attained during the 400 stages of the game. The graphs highlight
an interesting phenomenon. At early stages of the game, the exploring
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agents pay for the suboptimal decisions induced by their “curiosity”.
The cost for exploration increases with the exploration parameter α.
However, the better models generated by the exploring agents pay oﬀ
in later stages of the game, and the exploring strategies outperform the
non-exploring strategy dominantly.
5.3. The effect of the discount parameter on the agent’s
performance
optimal expl. parameter vs. ds. parameter
1
0.99

optimal alpha

0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.9
0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
0.6
gamma

0.7

0.8

0.9

Figure 11. The best exploration parameter for Boltzmann strategy with various discount parameters .

The previous results address a question of how much exploration is
needed during interaction. The answer depends on the “greed” of the
learning agent. The more weight the agent gives to future payoﬀs, the
more resources it should spend on exploration. This weight is expressed
by the discount parameter γ. We repeated the last experiment for various values of γ, used by an MB-agent with Boltzmann exploration. For
each γ we tried several values of exploration parameter α and recorded
the one for which the agent achieved the best performance. Figure 11
shows the best α for each γ. As expected, as γ increases, it is better to
invest more on exploration by using larger α.
5.4. The effect of the opponent’s size on the agent’s
performance
Figure 12 shows the eﬀect of increasing the complexity of the opponent strategy on the learning process. The three curves show the average results attained by an MB-agent with Boltzmann exploration with
α = 0.1 ∗ 0.99t against 100 randomly-generated automata of sizes 20,
40, and 60. The results show that increasing the size of the automata
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Boltzmann exploration: Diff. DFA-size
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Figure 12. Model-based learning of randomly-generated automata with various

sizes.

slows down the rate of adaptation. Learning eﬀective models for complex automata demands more examples and hence the learning process
converges slower.
5.5. The effect of the exploration strategy on the
agent’s performance
In this subsection we compare the four main exploration methods
described in this paper: undirected Boltzmann, directed recency-based,
combined and lookahead-based exploration.
Diff. exploration strategies: DFA-size=60
4
look-ahead
combined
directed
undirect

Avg. cumulative reward

3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
0

50

100
150
stage of the game

200

Figure 13. The average cumulative reward of diﬀerent exploration strategies
while playing the IPD against 100 randomly-generated automata of size 60.

The results for opponent automata of size 60 are shown in Figure
13. When the experiment was performed with automata of size 20,
the directed and undirected methods showed comparable performance.
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However, when the size of the automata was increased to 60, the directed strategies outperformed the undirected one. The exploration behavior of the undirected strategy is sensitive only to the length of the history and not to its content. Therefore it does not modify its exploration
behavior when playing against diﬀerent opponents. The directed strategy, on the other hand, utilizes the content of the history to modify its
exploration behavior. This is the reason why it outperforms the undirected method when increasing the complexity of the opponent. The
directed method, however, does not reduce its exploration tendency
with time. The combined strategy enjoys the advantages of both methods and outperforms them both. The 2-lookahead-based exploration
strategy outperforms signiﬁcantly the other exploration methods. This
advantage carries the cost of higher computational costs. Due to this
higher costs we performed IPD games of length 200 instead of 400.

6. Conclusions
This work studies exploration methods for model-based learning in
multi-agent systems. Exploration is essential for a learning agent while
adapting to the other agents, for exploring better alternatives and
for avoiding being stuck in sub-optimal behavior. Several exploration
strategies, undirected and directed, have been developed for the reinforcement learning paradigm. Section 3 describes ways to incorporate
these methods into model-based learning.
There are two issues that should be considered when dealing with
exploration. The ﬁrst one is the balance between exploration and
exploitation. The second one is the risk involved in exploration. The
undirected and directed exploration methods do not oﬀer a way for a
rational agent to consider both factors when interacting with the others. The lookahead-based exploration strategy presented in this work
deals with these two issues. The opponent’s strategy is represented by
a mixed model – a distribution over a set of strategies. Every action is
evaluated according to its long run contribution to the expected utility
and to the knowledge regarding the opponent’s strategy. Risky actions
are more likely to be detected by considering their expected outcome
according to the alternative models of the opponent’s behavior.
Assuming that starting from a certain stage of the game, the set
of support contains the target opponent’s strategy. Will our algorithm
converge to a probability distribution giving the target strategy a probability 1? If the history of the game provides a “good” sample of the
opponent’s behavior, then, as the history becomes longer, the alternative models proposed by the look-ahead mechanism would become
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larger, leading to a decrease in their associated belief and to an increase
of the belief in the target strategy. However, the main goal of our algorithm is to obtain high expected utility. Obviously, acquiring a good
model of the opponent can improve our strategy leading to high utility.
Nevertheless, the process of acquiring such a model may be too costly.
It is therefore quite possible that the algorithm would purposely avoids
actions leading to a better model of the opponent if such actions are
judged to be too risky according to the current knowledge.
Model-based learning of interaction strategies in repeated-games has
received a lot of attention in the game-theory literature, especially in
the context of the expected outcome of a repeated game played by
learning players (Jordan, 1991a; Jordan, 1991b; Fudenberg and Levine,
1993; Nachbar, 1997). A simple form of model-based learning in game
theory is fictitious play (Luce and Raiﬀa, 1957). In such a game, the
agents are myopic, i.e., they only consider the current stage of the game.
Furthermore, no exploration is done by the players. The agents update
their own beliefs on the opponent’s choices for the next interaction, and
then choose the optimal response to these beliefs. Each agent models
the other agents with a distribution over their set of pure strategies.
It can be shown that for two-player zero-sum games, ﬁctitious play
converges to a Nash-equilibrium4 .
Kalai and Lehrer (1993) describe a repeated game among Bayesian
players who consider the future of the game. Each starts with subjective beliefs on the individual strategies used by each of its opponents. It
then uses these beliefs to compute its own optimal strategy. In addition,
the players update their subjective beliefs by a Bayesian updating rule
throughout the game. They show that under some constraints, a game
between Bayesian players will converge to a Nash equilibrium. Their
work does not deal with exploration, but mentions that in a rational
choice model, the optimal determination of when and how to experiment is diﬃcult. Kalai and Lehrer deal with the general case with no
assumptions about the players’ strategies. However, the best response
and the modeling problems are intractable in the general case. In our
framework, by assuming regular opponents, we were able to oﬀer algorithms for solving these problems.
Gilboa and Samet (1989) also deal with bounded regular players.
They describe a model-based learning strategy for repeated games that
learns the best response against any regular strategy. Their procedure
enumerates the set of all automata and chooses the current opponent
model to be the ﬁrst automaton in the sequence that is consistent with
the current history. Exploration is achieved by designing a sequence
4
We say that two strategies are found in a Nash-equilibrium if each one of them
is the best response against the other.
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of actions that distinguish between the current model and the next
consistent automaton in the enumeration. The risk involved in exploration is bypassed by assuming that the opponents’ strategies are limited to strongly connected automata, where there are no “sinks” and
there is always opportunities to regret. For such automata, the learning
algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the best response in the limit.
This learning procedure is based on exhaustive search in the space
of automata, and therefore, is impractical for computational bounded
agents.
Fortnow and Whang (1994) show that for any learning algorithm
there is an adversary regular strategy for which the learning process
will converge to the best response in at least exponential number of
stages. One way of dealing with this complexity problem is by limiting
the space of strategies available for the opponent (Freund et al., 1993;
Ron and Rubinfeled, 1995). Mor et al. (1996) follow this paradigm and
show that for a limited class of regular strategies, the best response
automaton can be learned eﬃciently. In these methods, exploration is
achieved by random walk, that is, incorporating randomness into the
decision procedure of the agent. Such learning methods embark on long
exploration sequences during the course of the game. The high cost of
the exploration sequences diminishes in inﬁnite games for the limitof-the-mean utility function, which measures only asymptotic performance. However, these methods may fail for the discounted-sum utility
function which takes into account also immediate rewards.
The main role of the opponent model is to predict its behavior in
the future. Choosing a proper class of strategies for modeling is essential for the success of the model-based strategy. If the model class is
too restricted it will probably fail in prediction. On the other hand, a
too general class will make the best response problem and the learning problem intractable. Often, there are many ways to model a given
behavior. Therefore, general background information on the opponent,
or its type, is important for discriminating among diﬀerent possible
model classes. This paper concentrates on deterministic ﬁnite automata for modeling the agents’ strategies. The question of how the modelbased framework can be extended for more powerful agents remains
open for future research. An interesting class of such agents is the class
of adaptive agents. The framework described in this paper assumes a
stationary opponent. Extending it to adaptive opponents is diﬃcult
and deserves further investigation.
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